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ABOUT COGNAC PARK 
Cognac Park is the premier brand from Distillerie Tessendier, founded by Gaston Tessendier in 1880. Today, master 
blenders Lilian and Jérôme Tessendier - 4th generation brothers - oversee production, with the goal of distilling 
and blending cognacs that clearly express the terroir of four different growing regions: Grande Champagne, 
Petite Champagne, The Borderies, and Fins Bois. Each of our blends is created with purpose and vision, carefully balancing 
the nuances of the geography, climate, and aging conditions that are so important in cognac production.

BORDERIES MIZUNARA
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COGNAC PARK
BORDERIES MIZUNARA
Mizunara is a rare variety of oak from Japan used to create barrels 
mostly utilized for aging Japanese whiskies. To create Park Borderies 
Mizunara, we employ a unique barrel finish to a beautiful blend 
single cru cognac from the Tessendier family estate in the esteemed 
Borderies growing region. This cognac spends at least four years in 
lightly toasted French oak, followed by six months in Mizunara oak 
casks. The Mizunara cask finish brings intensity and depth, 
conferring notes of vanilla, cocoa, and spice. These rich notes meld 
seamlessly with the lighter, floral character of the Borderies 
cognacs. Produced in limited editions due to the difficulty of 
obtaining Mizunara casks, this cognac will definitely appeal to the 
whiskey palate, but it will be collectors who want to add this gem to 
their collection.

Age: Minimum 4 years
Blend: 100% Borderies
Barrels: Light toast and light char
Appearance: Bright gold with flashes of copper
Aging: Four years in used French oak, then transferred to new 
Japanese casks made from Mizunara wood for 6 months.
ABV: 43.5% 
Volume: 750 ml
Aroma & Tasting Notes:
Fresh apricot, fig and plum. Soft and round with fruit and spice 
notes of cinnamon and clove


